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Hello dear friends… 

 

I hope this past month has treated you well…there has 

been some crazy weather happening all over…LOTS 

of snow for many…as I write this the sun is shining 

and Spring is trying to make itself known between the 

days of snow… 

 

With all the ups and downs in the weather, it has left 

me wondering what kind of summer we will 

have…I’m not an extreme heat kind of girl so I am 

praying that it won’t be so hot that I feel like I’m 

melting…it’s funny…as I was sitting here pondering 

on that the Lord told me to share a conversation he 

and I had a while back…so here it is for you…I do 

hope you find encouragement in this newsletter! 

 

 

The Conversation 

The Gaffer and His Pitcher 

 

 I would like to begin with a query…do you have a 

friendship where you can have a conversation and 

then sometime down the road you pick this very 

conversation back up as though it was only yesterday 

since it began?  The Lord and I do…and little did I 

know that this morning’s conversation would pick 

 

 

 

 

 

This is my lovely family! Matthaeu is 

my “gift from above”.  Fred is my 

wonderful husband…He is my friend, 

my supporter, my computer “fix it” guy 

but, mostly He is my blessing!  Then 

there’s me… 

 

 

 

 

“We are not human beings on a spiritual 

journey. We are spiritual beings on a 

human journey.” 

                                  - Stephen R. Covey 

up from eight months ago…. 

 
It was a really a wonderful day and great experience…we went to the open house of an arts college… the most 

captioning part was the glassblowing…I have to admit though it has been something that I’ve enjoyed seeing be it at  



 

 

  

at amusement park or places such as this.   

I watched as the Gaffer with expert skill took this small piece of molten 

blob on the end of his blowpipe…He then blew small puff of air into it 

and the “blob” expanded…this is called inflation.  He then alternated in 

putting this glass in what is called, by this trade, the “glory hole” furnace 

and taking it out to mold it.   As he put it in the furnace, I could see him 

watch intently to make sure the glass never got too hot…then He would 

sit down at his work bench and roll it…sculpt it…at times he would spin 

the blowpipe causing the glass to change in shape…several times it 

looked a mess and I wondered how anything beautiful could come of 

it…but as the process finished I saw a magnificent pitcher emerge. 

 

 

The Lesson 
 

Now here I sit eight months later and the Lord says…I want to share what 

I had for you in that moment…”My love, you are that glass pitcher.” I am 

the Gaffer that blows life into you…I wanted you to see that when you 

are in your darkest moments… when you feel that you can bare no 

more…when the fire feels as though it will consume you…I am there… I 

am watching you closely…I am but an arm’s length away… you are in 

the “furnace” in the process of glory to glory… you are in My glory 

furnace!   
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I sit intently at My “work bench” molding you…shaping you into My vessel.   Your journey is one of being molded into this 

beautiful creation…as with the one you saw being made in the natural…at times you may feel as though you and/or life around you is 

a mess…as though you are being tossed about…going in circles…as though there is no evidence of growth…but do not be 

discouraged and take comfort in that…it is all used to shape you into My pitcher.   

You are being transformed into a magnificent clear glass pitcher that is used to pour out all of Me that is within you to the thirsty 

world around you….and the beauty not only comes from you but most importantly that which is seen in you….make no mistake or 

take lightly the living water you hold….continue to pour out…you are the pitcher…and I am the Hand that guides you! 

 

2 Corinthians 4:6-11 For God, who said, “Let light shine out of darkness,” made his light shine in our hearts to give us the light of the knowledge of 

God’s glory displayed in the face of Christ. But we have this treasure in jars of clay to show that this all-surpassing power is from God and not from 

us. We are hard pressed on every side, but not crushed; perplexed, but not in despair; persecuted, but not abandoned; struck down, but not destroyed. 

We always carry around in our body the death of Jesus, so that the life of Jesus may also be revealed in our body. For we who are alive are always 

being given over to death for Jesus’ sake, so that his life may also be revealed in our mortal body. 
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Friends… 

I would like to say a prayer for you and I as we move forward in this 

knowledge and understanding… 

 

Father, in Jesus Precious name… 

I come to you…praising you…for it is such a loving thing that you do not 

leave us in our former way…but you mold us into the beauty of what you 

see…may we rejoice in knowing that the work that is being done in our lives 

is the fullness of that in which you created us to be before we were even 

formed in our mother’s womb…your hands were at the potter’s wheel…you 

are the Master Gaffer... 

Father, even when the process seems to be almost unbearable I pray that we 

will count it joy knowing you are shaping us into that beautiful glass pitcher.   

 

Amen. 

 

 

 

Just a Giggle… 
 

 

Blessings to you and yours! 
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